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The Silver Furs debut LP was recorded in Berlin '15 by Gordon Raphael, producer of The Strokes and Regina Spektor.
The original idea of the band started in Melbourne in 2014 and relocated to Berlin for the launch. The duo was inspired by the idea of David Bowie and Iggy Pop finding creative freedom in Berlin.
The second live show of Silver Furs was in support of Carl Barat and the Jackals at The 100 Club in London and Berlin.
The live show of The Silver Furs is a multi-instrumental experience. Ramona shares between the organ and bass guitar. The Vermona organ provides the bass lines in vein of The Doors. While Chant shares between the kick drum and electric guitar.
The duo create a dynamic new sound of swirling organ and driving guitars. Joe's Australian laid back vocal sound together with Coco's distinct German voice, makes for a unique combination.
Expect a one of a kind live show that draws upon the golden years of sixties psychedelia and improvisation.
Album reviews:
"Sounds like a mixture between The Doors and a little reminiscence of The Velvet Underground vibe and their exchange of layered male and female vocals"
It's Psychedelic Baby Magazine
"Wonders between lo-fi scuzzy blues and dreamy 60's sounds"
Gigwise
"An uptempo, scuzzy slice of psychedelic rock, ‘Bonnie’ oozes shades of the likes of ’60s pioneers The Velvet Underground, as well as the laid back vibes and languid drawl of The Strokes".
GigSlutz
"Absolute Psychedelia, improvisation, atmosphere spoken from the '60s".
Straightonmusic
"The sound of a 70’s Vermona organ, the nostalgic feel is more than a hit home".
This Is Pure Fuel
Upcoming shows:
'The Swingin Sounds of' EU/UK tour tba
12.04.16 @ Bassy, Berlin 
w/ Gurr
Past:
24.03.16 @ Badehaus, Berlin 
w/ Alex Maiorano and The Black Tales
18.10.15 @ Urban Spree, Berlin 
'Got What It Shakes' EP Launch
w/ Strand Child
02.06.15 @ Antje Öklesund, Berlin 
w/ Tomorrows Tulips (USA)
27.02.15 @ Bang Bang Club, Berlin 
w/ Carl Barat and the Jackals (UK)
21.11.14 @ The 100 Club, London 
w/ Carl Barat and the Jackals (UK)
30.10.14 @ 8mm Bar, Berlin 
Debut headline show

